Week 20 Day 1

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **do you like coke pepsi sprite**

____________________________________________________________________________________

2. **i wont give you won sent said the customer**

____________________________________________________________________________________

3. **Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.**

   woefully _________ antifreeze _________ subzero _________

4. **Create a sentence using a contraction and proper noun.**

____________________________________________________________________________________

5. **Create a sentence with a future-tense verb.**

____________________________________________________________________________________

Week 20 Day 2

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **a nat was flying a round the dogs face**

____________________________________________________________________________________

2. **have you saw the good dinosaur yet**

____________________________________________________________________________________

3. **Create a sentence using the plural form of peach and baby.**

____________________________________________________________________________________

4. **Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.**

   The kids screamed with delight as they plunged off the cliff into the cold water.

   synonym ________________________________

5. **Create a sentence using the suffix ness and an adjective.**

____________________________________________________________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. you can have cookies cake but ice cream said mom

___________________________________________________ _________________________

2. be carefull or you mite brake the vase said mom

___________________________________________________ _________________________

3. Add a predicate to finish the sentence.

The dog ____________________________________________

4. Create a sentence using the name of a book.

___________________________________________________ _________________________

5. Add the homophones of the words below.

stair _______________________ stare ___________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. can we go to silver dollar city asked maya

___________________________________________________ _________________________

2. who's back pack is on the floor asked the teacher

___________________________________________________ _________________________

3. Create a sentence using excited and a question mark.

___________________________________________________ _________________________

4. Write the names of your 2 favorite movies.

___________________________________ _______________ ______________________

5. Write antonyms for the words below.

large ___________ dirty ____________ mad ____________
Find the word *solution* in the dictionary and complete the steps below.

Definition:__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Part of speech for your definition:______________________________________________________________________
Synonyms: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Syllabication: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Create a sentence using the word:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Write a paragraph describing how a food chain works.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________